Nanogold bioconjugates for direct and sensitive multiplexed immunosensing.
The use of nanogold bioconjugates for direct detection of the antibody-antigen immunoreaction is addressed. The integration of gold nanoparticles tracers as signal generators in microarray immunosensing and compact disc detection technique show important advantages to reach sensitive, selective, high throughput, reliable and cost-effective assays. For that, a thorough study of the performances of the size of spherical nanogold particles and coating density was developed. The size of the nanoparticle determines the optimal antibody dilution, being the smaller particles the best performing ones. Enhancement effect of lower size is also studied. The gold labeling method do not affects the recognition capability of the labeled proteins. As a proof of concept, the nanoconjugates were used for the simultaneous and direct determination of small molecules. Employing nanogold bioconjugates as recognition labels resulted in robust and reliable assays, reaching a sensitivity of 0.03 and 1.3μg/L for sulfasalazine and atrazine, respectively. This shows that the use of nanogold bioconjugates for direct immunosensing is very competitive, achieving highly sensitive and reproducible assays (RSD<10%). This approach would simultaneously determine both small and large molecular size targets, in different formats, using the same detection mode what paves the way for many other applications in different scenarios.